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* Setup a modern contest station for SO2R 

* Real life appraisal of a contest location

* Discuss examples of how to use the most popular software 
and the lessons learned from it.

* Multi Operator Stations

* Filtering; Bandpass and Coax Stub

* Antenna selection Software usage

* N1MM with examples of SSB RTTY and CW.

Outline



* VHF/UHF Techniques 

* Distance vs Grid Square Scoring 
* –you can not change the laws of physics

* Microwave Activities

* Drugs to stay awake – find your own

* Things you can research easily 

What won’t be covered 



Google is your friend



* Antenna 

* Coax 

* Radio

* Power 

* That is enough to join in to a radio contest 

What are the basics? 



* Lots of Antennae

* Lots of radios

* Really good radios (sometimes amps)

* Great Locations 

* PC Logging

* Internet

* Comfortable shack

* Ability to stay in the chair for the entire time

What is ideal?



* Reference 10watt

* 100 watt is 10db stronger

* 400 watts is 16db stronger

* 1000 watts is 20db stronger

* How can a 10 watt station compete?

It is all about dB



* They are running excess power 

* I am using full 100 watts and they are using 10 watts

* We are both using dipoles

* Signal report is the same 

* The DB difference is 10db –must be cheating 

The Great Power Debate



Antenna Envy



Newbie Antenna



* Two special cases are at work here. A ¼ λ feed line will convert an open circuit on 
one end to a short circuit at the other. The inverse is true, and a short circuit on 
one end will appear as an open circuit at the other end. The other special case is 
that a ¼ λ 70 Ω coax will transform 50 Ω on one end to 100 Ω on the other.

* Looking at the diagram, the switch is in the centre position. In this position, both 
antennas will be connected. Antenna 1 will present a 50 Ω load at Tee connector 
A. The 70 Ω coax between connectors A and B will transform the 50 Ω to 100 Ω 
at connector B. Similarly, the impedance from Antenna 2 will also appear as 100 
Ω at connector B. The two 100 Ω impedances in parallel form 50 Ω which is 
preserved through the 50 Ω coax back to the switch and to the transmitter.

http://www.w9xt.com/page_antennas_coax_matching_network.html

Simple Combiner – W9XT



* SSB = use the processor 

* Easy to get 10db gain; the same as 100w

* Set it up properly

* Use gain antennas 

* Learn CW 

* Use the right antenna for the job

* You can never have enough antennae

How can a 10 watt station compete?



* http://www.ifwtech.co.uk/g3sek/cleansig/no-
splat.htm

* SSB Transmitter Block Diagram

No More Splatter 







* You don’t need to announce your callsign when running a 
frequency

* It is a level playing field

* If you can hear them you can work them 

Preconceptions 



One of the best ZF2MM (K9PG)
430 QSOs in one hour 



MMANA



MMANA Plots 



What you tune with a matcher


